


FBI Releases Docs Showing Hillary’s State
Department Shopped Benghazi Story to
Compliant WSJ Reporter One Week After
Attack

The FBI released new documents Friday showing Hillary’s State
Department pitched a Benghazi story to a Wall Street Journal
reporter who enthusiastically complied.

Hillary Clinton’s State Department gave stand down orders to Special Ops forces ready to go in
and help Americans who were surrounded by hundreds of Islamic insurgents in Benghazi, Libya
on September 11-12th, 2012.

The movie ’13 Hours’ gives personal accounts from eyewitnesses who were in Benghazi when
Islamic terrorists attacked the US State Department Special Mission Compound.

We lost FOUR Americans that night. Tyrone Woods, Sean Smith, Ambassador Christopher
Stevens and Glen Doherty. Never forget.
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To add insult to injury, the Obama administration lied about the Benghazi attack by blaming it
on a YouTube video.

Hillary Clinton also lied straight to the parents of the victims of Benghazi. The parents of two of
the Americans killed sued Hillary in federal court claiming she is liable for their deaths, the
Washington Times reported.

Hillary’s State Department shopped a Benghazi story to then-Wall Street Journal reporter,
Adam Entous about a week after the horrific terrorist attack which claimed the lives of
four Americans.

Adam Entous enthusiastically complied.

It is important to note that Adam Entous is now with the Washington Post and behind many
‘Trump-Russia’ hit pieces using ‘anonymous sources.’

Screenshot of email exchange between Hillary’s State Dept and Adam Entous via FBI’s vault:

http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2016/aug/8/hillary-clinton-sued-parents-benghazi-victims/
https://vault.fbi.gov/hillary-r.-clinton/hillary-r.-clinton-part-22-of-22.pdf/view


H/T Jordan Schachtel

FBI releases new docs on Clinton email investigation:
Fascinating. Hillary StateDept shopped a Benghazi story to then-WSJ journo Adam
Entous, who enthusiastically complied.
BTW, Adam has published several “Trump-Russia” stories based on anon
sources.https://t.co/IJJOxrA5LH pic.twitter.com/NOLkO9nSzY
— Jordan Schachtel (@JordanSchachtel) June 1, 2018

Jordan Schachtel then stated he believes Entous was communicating with Hillary’s spox
Philippe Reines, a corrupt, Trump-hating operative.

Based on what I’ve read, it is highly likely that Entous was communicating with then State Dept
spox Philippe Reines, a trusted and close aide to Hillary.

Begs the question:

Did Philippe have a major role in spreading “Trump-Russia” conspiracies?
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